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Targets of a visual search are often not randomly positioned within a scene, but may be more likely to co-occur adjacent to
other objects or background properties. Studies on target-cue co-occurrence (e.g. cue validity) suggest that observers can
exploit this knowledge to increase performance in detection and localization tasks. However, little is known regarding how
observers learn this co-occurrence. The present experiment sought to determine if observers were capable of learning the
probability of cue validity, and determine how this learning is shaped by feedback. Separate groups of subjects performed a
search task using one of three different feedback conditions providing varying degrees of information: unsupervised
feedback, response reinforcement, or supervised feedback. Results show that saccadic and perceptual decisions reﬂect
larger cueing effects as feedback information increased. This suggests that internal signals generated from response
selection are insufﬁcient for exploiting cue validity, but that reinforcement may be sufﬁcient. However, ﬁnal explicit estimates
of cue validity were independent of feedback condition, suggesting that implicit behaviors are subject to unique learning
constraints. Comparison to an ideal observer reveals that the rate at which participants learned cue validity was suboptimal,
which may have impaired performance during initial familiarization with scene statistics.
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Introduction
Performance in visual search tasks is often facilitated by
saccadic decisions, re-orienting our direction of gaze
every few hundred milliseconds. These saccadic decisions, in turn, aid our final perceptual decision of
detecting or localizing the sought after target. Saccadic
and perceptual decisions are, of course, guided by visual
sensory information, such as color and luminance. However, while gaze may be directed to locations that are
salient in virtue of their stimulus properties, such as
regions with the highest luminance or chromaticity (Itti &
Koch, 2001), a visual system responding only in a reactive
manner to elements in a scene would have no means of
directing the observer to objects or areas of immediate
interest or that were relevant for the task at hand. Thus,
visual search is also be guided by top-down knowledge,
such as memory for spatial configuration (Chun &
Jiang, 1998; Peterson & Kramer, 2001), target properties
(Eckstein, Beutter, & Stone, 2001; Findlay, 1997;
Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994; Rajashekar, Bovik, &
Cormack, 2006; Rao, Zelinsky, Hayhoe, & Ballard, 2002;
Tavassoli, van der Linde, Bovik, & Cormack, 2007), or
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estimates of where the target is likely to be found
(Eckstein, Dresher, & Shimozaki, 2006; Maljkovic &
Nakayama, 1996; Torralba, Oliva, Castelhano, &
Henderson, 2006; Walthew & Gilchrist, 2006). This topdown knowledge cannot be innate, and therefore must either
be instructed or learned through one’s own experience.
In the present paper, we sought to examine how
observers learn the frequency with which a target stimulus
is associated with the location of another stimulus. We
specifically explore how learning target-cue co-occurrence,
referred to as cue validity in the attention literature,
influences observers’ saccadic and perceptual decisions, and
how this learning is guided by task feedback.

Exploiting scene statistics to improve search
performance
Despite demonstrations on the utility of exploiting cue
validity (Eckstein, Pham, & Shimozaki, 2004; Eckstein,
Shimozaki, & Abbey, 2002; Palmer, Ames, & Lindsey,
1993; Posner, 1980; Shaw & Shaw, 1977), little is known
regarding how this statistic is learned by the observer.
However, there is growing evidence that observers show
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improved search performance within statistically familiar
scenes, and that this learning can occur within the course
of a single experimental session. For example, observers
exhibit reduced reaction times (Chun & Jiang, 1998,
1999) and increased target accuracy for saccades (Peterson
& Kramer, 2001) during repeated presentations of distractor configurations. Observers also learn the probable
spatial location of a target, evidenced by increased
saccadic accuracy and decreased reaction times (Geng &
Behrmann, 2002, 2005; Walthew & Gilchrist, 2006).
Learning may also include non-spatial properties of a
scene, such as the probability that an object will undergo a
change, and this learning is manifest in the distribution of
both saccades and perceptual decisions (Droll, Gigone, &
Hayhoe, 2007).
A unique feature in these demonstrations of learning is
that because experimenters do not specify the underlying
statistical structure, observers must learn this structure on
their own through exploration. As observers explore a
novel environment, they may regulate their propensity to
sample different information from trial to trial, dynamically adjusting their estimates of scene statistics using
recent observations and performance feedback (Daw,
O’Doherty, Dayan, Seymour, & Dolan, 2006; Glimcher,
2003; Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2004, 2005; Yu &
Dayan, 2005). Neurophysiology experiments have shown
that this learning process may be controlled by cortical
areas traditionally described as encoding eye movements
or visual attention, such as lateral intraparietal area (Platt
& Glimcher, 1999), frontal eye fields (Ding & Hikosaka,
2006; Roesch & Olson, 2003), basal ganglia (Hikosaka,
Takikawa, & Kawagoe, 2000) and superior colliculus
(Ikeda & Hikosaka, 2003). These same areas are also
sensitive to task structure and reward variables, including
performance feedback. Encoding task related variables
includes not only object relevance (Goldberg, Bisley,
Powell, Gottlieb, & Kusunoki, 2002), but also the history
of reinforcement (Glimcher, 2003; Hikosaka et al., 2000;
Platt & Glimcher, 1999; Sugrue et al., 2004; Watanabe,
Lauwereyns, & Hikosaka, 2003), feedback outcome of a
saccade task (Stuphorn, Taylor, & Schall, 2000), or the
probable location of a saccade target (Basso & Wurtz,
1998). This sensitivity to task and reward structure
suggests that saccadic and perceptual decisions are
mediated by cortical areas that not only facilitate the
learning of scene statistics but also the appropriate actions
(Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005).

Task feedback
An open question for research is an understanding of
what information observers require to facilitate learning or
exactly what computations are involved. One critical
component to learning is the feedback received during a
task (Seitz & Watanabe, 2005), especially within probabilistic environments with uncertain structure (Yu &
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Dayan, 2005). The type of feedback available in a task
dictates at least three possible learning mechanisms,
which differ from each other based on the degree to
which the input (e.g. visual scene) is associated with the
output (e.g. instructed location of target position).
In unsupervised learning, the agent is presented only
with input; no information is provided regarding how to
assign particular instances of the input into categories of
output, and chosen actions or decisions have no consequence on the output, or final state. Because there is no a
priori framework with which to frame the incoming
information, computations involved in this learning
typically emphasize techniques of clustering, or generalizing categories from similar instances (Barlow, 1989).
For example, bottom-up patterns of visual stimuli may
direct the development of neural receptive fields, without
being guided by top-down knowledge about the content of
the scene. Unsupervised algorithms are capable of learning object categories (Fei-Fei, Fergus, & Perona, 2006),
action perception (Niebles, Wang, & Fei-Fei, 2006), face
recognition (Bartlett & Sejnowski, 1996), and cortical
areas are capable of implementing this feed-forward
learning (Serre et al., 2005). Observers are also capable
of learning basic scene statistics with unsupervised feedback, such as object frequency and the joint probability of
object location, as demonstrated by shape recognition
following passive observation (Fiser & Aslin, 2001).
However, because of the typically large number of
examples required for unsupervised learning, it is not
clear if this form of learning is sufficient to adapt to novel
environments which require rapid adjustment to scene
statistics.
In reinforcement learning, the agent (e.g. observer or
organism) is presented with feedback based on the quality
of their decision in response to the present state of the
world (Sutton & Barto, 1998). Feedback is typically a
scalar reward variable, and the agent tries to maximize the
total gain (or minimize loss). However, reward is typically
only delivered for a correct choice; no reward is delivered
for an incorrect choice. Thus, following a rewarded
correct response, the agent can assign credit to their
action, or improve the estimate to the state of the world,
but following an incorrect response, it is unclear what
information the agent should update. A computational
challenge posed to the agent with reinforcement feedback
is how to exploit knowledge of previously learned
information, while simultaneously exploring other less
optimal choices. Occasionally selecting suboptimal
choices may incur more accurate estimates of the reward
structure, as well as greater sensitivity to unexpected
changes in this structure (Yu & Dayan, 2005). Reinforcement algorithms have successfully been used to model the
learning of complex tasks in which the agent both
continuously estimates the state of the world while
concurrently optimizing a policy that dictates which of
several available actions to take in response to each state
(Sprague, Ballard, & Robinson, in press).
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Providing partial information in reinforcement feedback
is in contrast to supervised learning, in which the agent is
presented with a set of training data including both the
input and the correctly paired output (e.g. a set of visual
images, paired with the correct object label or target
position). After having been presented with the training
data, the algorithm (or agent) must then infer the correct
output given novel input (Bishop, 1995; Duda, Hart, &
Stork, 2000). In the context of a visual search task,
supervised feedback can be provided by revealing the
correct answer on each trial, regardless of the observer’s
decision or action. Thus, regardless of the behavioral
response, observers are shown the correct pairing between
the input (scene) and the output (perceptual decision).
Thus, supervised feedback exposes an observer to the
greatest number of correct input–output pairings, allowing
for accurate estimates to potentially accrue more quickly
than in reinforcement feedback alone.
It is often not clear which of these three learning
mechanisms is employed to improve performance in
visual search. One reason why the role of feedback in
search tasks is unclear is because experimenters often use
reaction times as a dependent measure during tasks with
few errors, such when discriminating the orientation of a
target “T” among “L” distractors (Chun & Jiang, 1998;
Geng & Behrmann, 2005). By using these highly
discriminable stimuli, subjects are likely aware of their
near-perfect performance and this self-monitoring is
arguably a form of supervised feedback, or reinforcement
feedback with no error trials. A second reason why
identifying the learning mechanism in search is difficult
is due to the typically few number of available alternative
choices in experimental tasks. For example, in a twoalternative forced choice paradigm, providing reinforcement feedback effectively equates to supervised feedback,
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because when a reward is withheld following an incorrect
decision, the correct answer can be inferred.

Present study
In the present experiment, we sought to assess the role of
feedback in a visual search task within a statistically
structured scene. To this aim, we devised a task in which
observers were instructed to localize, or reject, the presence
of a contrast increment among dimmer distractors. By
randomly varying the contrast with noise, and manipulating
the probability with which targets appeared within colored
cues, we were able to both ensure that subjects’ performance was below ceiling, and also provided an opportunity
for subjects to improve. By comparing performance in the
same task using three different feedback conditions, we
show that the learning of cue validity is facilitated by
informative feedback, evidenced by observers’ implicit
distribution of saccadic and perceptual decisions. However,
we also show that numeric estimates of cue validity are
independent of feedback, suggesting the possibility of a
separate learning mechanism for explicit knowledge.

Methods
Task
Figure 1 shows the structure of the “localize or reject”
task for each condition. Subjects initiated each trial by
fixating a central dot and pressing the space bar. Following
a fixation cross for a variable duration of 50–150 ms, the

Figure 1. “Localize or Reject” task. Subjects initiated each trial by ﬁxating a central dot and pressing the space bar. Test stimuli included
six colored circles, randomly arranged, each containing a contrast increment (e.g. Gaussian dot). Subjects were instructed to determine if
one of the dots within the colored circles was a bright target among a set of less bright distractors. Following a mask of white noise,
subjects used the mouse to either click on the cue in which they thought the target appeared, or to click on the word “No” that appeared
randomly in one of the four corners of the screen, if they thought no target was present. Targets were present in half of all trials, and
among these target-present trials the target would more frequently appear within some cues than other cues. Three feedback conditions
are shown.
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Test stimulus appeared for 2000 ms. Subjects were
allowed to shift gaze when the Test stimulus was
presented, although they were not explicitly instructed to
do so. The task was to decide whether a target contrast
increment was present in one of six Gaussian pedestals
(see below), each of which appeared in the center of a
colored circle (e.g., cue). Because the distribution of
possible target and distractor contrast values were overlapping due to the contrast noise added to both, perfect
detection and localization of the target was impossible,
thus ensuring imperfect performance. Before each experiment, subjects were told that the target would appear in
the scene in approximately half of all trials. Subjects were
also informed that among these target-present trials, some
cues were more likely to contain the target than other
cues. However, subjects were not told the values of these
probabilities, or their distribution. While these probabilities were initially unknown to the observers, learning
which cue(s) would be more likely to contain the target
could be applied to the task to improve performance.
Following the test image, a mask of white noise was
presented for 500 ms. This was followed by a Response
screen, which presented the same arrangement of cues
shown with the test image, and the word “No” in one of
the four randomly chosen corners of the screen. Subjects
then used the mouse to either click on the cue in which
they thought the target had appeared, or to click on the
word “No” if they thought no target had been present.
To familiarize themselves with the procedure and visual
task, subjects first performed 50 practice trials, using the
same average contrast values for targets and distractors,
although with smaller standard deviation (see below) and
with no cues during the test. Performing the practice task
gave observers an opportunity to learn the task and
procedure of the experiment and allowed for general
performance improvements unrelated to the probability
structure of the cues. The intention of the practice was to
deplete the general task/procedural learning so that
performance changes during the experimental conditions
would isolate performance improvements related to learning cue validity. Following the practice trials, subjects then
performed 300 experimental trials as described above.
Following the search task, we assessed subjects’ explicit
knowledge of cue validity. Subjects were shown a
horizontal array of the six cues. Below each cue was a
cell into which subjects were instructed to type a decimal
fraction, representing the fraction of trials with which that
cue contained the target, on target-present trials. Each
subject generated a set of six estimates whose total was
automatically displayed, ensuring that the sum of this set
of numbers equaled one.

Stimuli
Targets were generally brighter than distractors (29.80
vs. 21.96 cd/m2 peak luminance) and were created by
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adding a contrast increment to a Gaussian pedestal
(standard deviation = 10 pixels; 0.41-). The contrast
values of the target (pedestal plus increment) and
distractors (pedestal only) were perturbed independently
with contrast noise (standard deviation = 3.14 cd/m2).
Practice trials used the same mean contrast values for
target and distractors as were used during the actual
experiment, although the standard deviation of these
values was smaller during the practice trials than
experimental trials (1.57 vs. 3.14 cd/m2). Mean contrast
values and their standard deviations were derived from
pilot experiments.
During the three hundred experimental trials, Gaussian
pedestals were located within a colored circle (i.e., cue)
with a radius of 30 pixels (1.23-). Cues were equidistantly
positioned along the circumference of a circle with a
radius of 220 pixels (8.93-). The alignment of this array
was randomly oriented on each trial, as well as the
position of each cue within the array. Thus, any observed
cueing effects could be attributed to the color of the cues,
and not their arbitrary spatial arrangement or position,
reconfigured on each trial. During the test stimulus, the
presence of a target within the scene was assigned with
50% probability. Among these target-present trials, the
placement of the target within one of the cues was also
determined randomly but governed by the following
probabilities: P(Target ª cue) = 0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1, 0, 0).
Again, subjects were told that some cues were more likely
to contain the target than other cues, but the probability
values, or the distribution of these values, were not
revealed. Assignment of cue color and cue validity was
counterbalanced across subjects. To counterbalance any
stimulus set effects, the same twenty-one sets of three
hundred test stimuli were used for each of the three different
groups of twenty-one subjects in the three experimental
conditions. Within each condition, each of the twenty-one
subjects was shown one of these stimulus sets. Stimuli were
generated using Matlab and the Psychophysics toolbox
(Brainard, 1997; Pelli, 1997) and were displayed using
Eyelink software.

Experimental conditions
There were three experimental conditions. In Condition 1,
subjects’ response was followed by a gray screen, with no
information revealing the correctness of their response, or
target presence or position. Thus, performance was
unsupervised, in the sense that there was no external
feedback signal with which to direct or correct learning of
cue validity. Learning could only occur through subjects’
own internal signal of response selection, or extracting the
statistics of cue validity through the visual information
presented during the Test.
In Condition 2, subjects’ response was followed by the
word “Correct” or “Incorrect”, accurately depicting the
outcome of that trial. Thus, while correct responses were
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reinforced, feedback was only partially informative
because incorrect responses did not reveal which of the
remaining choices would have been correct.
In Condition 3, subjects were given complete feedback
at the end of each trial. Immediately following the
subjects’ response, the previous test stimulus was shown
again, in addition to information on what the correct
answer would have been. If the target had been present,
a white circle appeared around the cue and contrast
increment that represented the target. If no target had
been present, the words “No Target” appeared in the
center of the screen. Thus, performance in the task was
considered supervised, in the sense that the feedback
included both reinforcement for correct answers, or
providing information on the correct answer following
an incorrect response.

Monitoring gaze
Gaze direction of the left eye was monitored throughout each trial on a separate PC with an Eyelink eye
tracker by SMI/SR Research at a rate of 250 Hz.
Saccades were detected using a velocity threshold of
35 deg/s and acceleration threshold of 9500 deg/s/s. The
experimenter calibrated the eye tracker by having
subjects fixate nine dots at various locations equally
distributed across the screen. Calibration was considered
accurate if the average error was less than one degree
and did not exceed 2.0 deg at any of the nine calibration
positions. Minor head movements were easily accommodated by the eye tracker and were minimized by a
chin rest. After initiating each trial by fixating the central
dot and pressing the space bar, the eye tracker performed
any correction in drift. Subjects were occasionally
recalibrated midway through the experiment, although
this was not always necessary. Saccadic selection of cues
was determined by calculating the minimum distance
between the location of the first fixation and each of the
six cues. First fixations in a trial that remained within a
70 pixel (2.87-) radius of the center were not assigned to
a cue. Subjects were not made aware of the investigators’ interest in eye movements in relation to the purpose
of the experiment, and were not advised to use their gaze
in any particular manner for the task.

Subjects
Three separate groups of twenty-one subjects each
participated in one of the three feedback conditions
described above. Each experimental session lasted
approximately 90 minutes. Subjects were recruited among
undergraduate Psychology classes at University of California Santa Barbara in accordance with guidelines
outlined by the UCSB Office of Research and were given
class credit for their participation.
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Ideal observer analysis
In addition to measures of percent correct and choice
frequency, human performance was assessed by comparison to an ideal observer. The purpose of this comparison
was to elucidate the degree to which humans were capable
of extracting the statistic of cue validity and applying this
information to their perceptual decisions. The ideal
Bayesian observer uses all possible information available
in the images, including precise contrast values for each
stimulus and knowledge of the distributions of contrast
values from which distractors and targets are generated.
This information allows the ideal observer to estimate the
likelihood that each of the six contrast values were
selected from each distribution, and this likelihood is
weighted by an estimate of cue validity, which can be
derived from prior experience. If a stimulus location has a
sufficient weighted likelihood value (indicating a target
present trial), and is the maximum value among the
candidate locations, that stimulus (and cue) is selected as
the perceptual decision. Details of the ideal observer are
developed in Appendix A.
Developing an optimal learning algorithm for an
observer experiencing unsupervised or reinforcement
feedback is currently an unsolved problem, due to the
large number of possible outcomes necessary to consider
when each trial outcome is uncertain. However, the ideal
updating algorithm for supervised feedback is tractable
and is developed in detail in Appendix A. Briefly, the
ideal observer begins with knowledge of target-absent
probability of 50%, and begins the task with an equal prior
on each of the six cues for target-present trials. Throughout the course of the three hundred trials, the number of
instances the target appears in each cue is tallied, and
values of cue validity used for decisions in successive
trials is the ratio of the number of instances each cue
included the target to the total number of target present
trials encountered.
We also explored two other ways to assign the values of
cue validity to be used as likelihood weights. First, with a
perpetually naive ideal observer, values of cue validity are
declared equal across all cues (e.g. flat priors) and do not
alter with experience. Second, with a correctly informed
ideal observer, the values of cue validity are initially set to
reflect the true distribution of cue validity, and also do not
alter with experience. In the first few initial trials, the
ideal observer will perform similarly to the naive observer
since it does not have enough experience to substantially
modify its estimates of cue validity. After many trials, the
learning ideal observer will asymptote to the informed
observer as its estimates of cue validity improve. Thus
these observers serve as upper and lower bounds for the
effect of prior experience on ideal observer performance.
Rather than directly comparing human and ideal
observer performance through measures of percent correct, the performance measure of merit is the efficiency of
the human observer (Barlow, 1980; Eckstein, Abbey,
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Pham, & Shimozaki, 2004). Here, efficiency is evaluated
as the ratio of the squared contrast threshold required for
the ideal and human observers to obtain the performance
level (percent correct) of the human observer in each trial
block, t.
Efficiency ¼ nt ¼ c2ideal;t =c2human

ð1Þ

Because the contrast threshold is fixed for the human
observers in each trial block, as human performance
(percent correct) changes throughout the experiment, the
contrast threshold required for the ideal observer to match
human performance adjusts accordingly (see Appendix A
for details).

Results
In each experimental condition, human search performance was assessed using two measures: saccadic and
perceptual decisions. Saccadic decisions refer to the cue
that was closest to the first fixation (Findlay, 1997), and
perceptual decisions refer to the final decision indicated
by the mouse click at the end of each trial (cue selection
or “No Target”). Recall that subjects were not given any
instruction on how to use gaze during each trial, but only
to use the mouse to indicate their perceptual decision on
the presence and location of the target. To prevent
subjects from adopting an artificial search strategy,
subjects were not told that their first saccades would be
evaluated in a manner similar to their perceptual decisions
at the end of each trial. Because subjects did not receive
instructions on where to direct their gaze, subjects’ eye
movements may provide insights into mechanisms of
attentional selection, as well as the natural strategies
observers use when accumulating evidence for perceptual
decisions.
To assess whether observers’ performance changed
throughout the course of the experiment, we first analyzed
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saccadic and perceptual decisions with regard to general
performance, including percent correct, efficiency, and
overall rate of hits and false alarms, in each of five blocks
of sixty trials. We next assessed whether any changes in
performance might accompany changes in the rate of hits
and false alarms for each cue type. Finally, we report
subjects’ explicit estimates of cue validity following each
session to test for explicit learning.

General performance
Percent correct

Percent correct includes both target-present trials in
which the target was correctly localized, and target-absent
trials in which the presence of a target was correctly
rejected. Figures 2A and 2B plot the percent correct for
saccadic and perceptual decisions for each of the three
feedback conditions in each block of sixty trials. In this
and all other figures, error bars represent one SEM across
observers.
Two results are apparent. First, there are differences in
percent correct between the three feedback conditions
across the entire duration of the experiment for both
saccadic decisions and perceptual decisions, with higher
levels of performance from conditions with more information during feedback (saccadic: Unsupervised: 14.7%;
Reinforcement: 17.1%; Supervised: 20.4%; ANOVA
F(2,60) = 9.74, p = 2.26 * 10j4; perceptual: Unsupervised: 61.1%; Reinforcement: 65.7%; Supervised: 65.7%;
ANOVA F(2,60) = 4.05, p = 0.02). The second observation is that there is an increase in performance as the
experiment progressed. This linear trend was statistically
significant or nearly significant for both saccadic and
perceptual decisions in each of the three feedback conditions (saccadic: Unsupervised: F(1,20) = 2.51, p = 0.08;
Reinforcement: F(1,20) = 12.22, p G 0.01, Supervised:
F(1,20) = 6.16, p G 0.05; perceptual: Unsupervised:
F(1,20) = 6.17, p G 0.05; Reinforcement: F(1,20) = 10.36,
p G 0.01, Supervised: F(1,20) = 5.89, p G 0.05). Although
the improved performance might be related to the learning
of the statistical structure of cue validity, other possibil-

Figure 2. Average proportion correct for saccadic (A) and perceptual (B) decisions for different conditions of feedback. Performance was
generally better with more informative feedback, although all conditions showed improvement. (Note that percent correct for 1st saccades
are low due to the naturally high false alarm rate in target-absent trials.) SEMs represent between subject differences.
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ities exist including a general reduction in internal noise
and or a gain change in the processing of contrast
information at each location (Dosher & Lu, 1998).
Measures of efﬁciency for supervised feedback

An ideal observer model was used to evaluate human
efficiency in the task (see Methods and Appendix A).
Efficiency was evaluated with an ideal observer using
each of three different sources of information for cue
validity: Naive (equal priors), ideal learning with supervised feedback (see Appendix A), and correctly informed
(actual priors). Figure 3 plots the efficiency of human
observers as compared to each of the three ideal observer
models. Note that because human observers learned, to
some degree, the values of cue validity, this confers them
a relative advantage in comparison to the naive ideal
observer which is not capable of exploiting this statistical
structure. However, because the ideal observers with
knowledge of cue validity are more capable of utilizing
this information, human efficiency is reduced when
compared to these models. Thus, human efficiency is
greater when compared to an ideal observer with equal
priors (naive ideal observer), than when compared to an
ideal observer fully informed of the values of cue validity.
Because these represent the extreme bounds of efficiency
for naive or fully informed observers, ideal observers
using learning algorithms to acquire values of cue validity
will necessarily fall between these two measures. As
Figure 3 shows, the ideal observer learning with supervised feedback quickly asymptotes towards the informed
ideal observer performance. This reveals the fact that the
ideal observer learns the values of cue validity very
rapidly. By the second block of trials, performance
between the ideal observer learning cue validity and the
ideal observer with correctly informed values of cue

Figure 3. Measure of human efﬁciency as compared the ideal
observer using three different techniques of acquiring values of
cue validity. Efﬁciency measures for the ideal observer when
learning, or when informed of, cue validity are very similar,
revealing the rapid and accurate estimate of cue validity for the
ideal observer learning algorithm with supervised feedback.
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validity are nearly indistinguishable. Because the ideal
observer learns cue validity so rapidly, more quickly than
human observers, efficiency drops early in the experiment
(third trial block), but increases later in the experiment,
revealing that humans learn cue validity more slowly.
The overall increase in percent correct (Figure 2), and
efficiency (Figure 3), suggests that the human observers
are improving at the task. To further examine the source
of performance improvement, we examined the frequency
of each trial outcome as well as choice behavior for each
cue type. If performance improvement is entirely due to
sources other than learning the statistical structure of the
validity of the cues, then distribution of behavioral
choices across cues in target absent trials should remain
constant throughout the duration of the experiment.
Response categories

For both saccadic and perceptual decisions, each trial
was categorized as having one of five possible trial
outcomes. Trials in which the observer correctly localized
the position of a target on a target-present trial were
categorized as hits. Trials in which the observer reported
“No Target” when a target had in fact been present were
misses. A target-absent trial could be categorized as either
a false alarm or a correct rejection, depending on whether
the observer incorrectly selected a cue, or had correctly
reported “No Target”, respectively. The fifth category was
mislocalizations, trials in which the target was present in a
cue, but the observer localized the target elsewhere.
Figure 4 plots these measures of performance for saccadic
(Figure 4A) and perceptual (Figure 4B) decisions in each
of the three feedback conditions.
Saccadic decisions

As discussed above, subjects were not made aware that
their performance for first fixations would be evaluated in
a manner similar to their perceptual decisions at the end of
each trial. Thus, there was no a priori way in which
subjects could unambiguously report “No Target” through
gaze alone. However, as a convention, we considered first
fixations that were not directed to any cue, but stayed
within the 70 pixel (2.87-) radius of center, as a “No
Target” response. Thus, the low rate of correct rejections
for saccades (G10%) reflects the infrequent trials in which
the first fixation on a target-absent trial remained within
this central window. And, because eye movements were
nearly always directed towards cues, outside of this
central window, the false alarm rate for saccadic decisions
is quite high (990%), and the rate of misses is quite low
(G10%), regardless of feedback condition (Figure 4A).
A more informative measure of saccadic accuracy is the
hit rate, reflecting correct localization of the target.
Saccadic decisions had significantly different hit rates
between feedback condition, with higher rates in conditions with more informative feedback (ANOVA,
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Figure 4. General performance measures throughout the experiment. (Note that measures of saccadic performance maintain the arbitrary
naming convention as used in the perceptual task of localizing or rejecting the target. However, subjects were not given any instruction on
the use of eye movements to complete the perceptual task. See text for details.)

F(2,62) = 12.65, p = 2.61 * 10j5; Unsupervised: 19.9%,
Reinforcement: 24.8%, Supervised: 33.9%). This performance difference suggests that observers were using
information in the informative feedback conditions to
guide their decisions in detecting and localizing the target
using eye movements.
Perceptual decisions

Subjects’ performance in perceptual decisions is shown
in Figure 4B. There are two notable features. First, the
rate of hits and false alarms throughout the entire experiment were similar in all three feedback conditions and
were not significantly different (Hits: ANOVA, F(2,62) =
0.43, p = 0.65; Unsupervised: 64.4%, Reinforcement:
66.1%, Supervised: 66.9%; False Alarms: ANOVA,
F(2,62) = 1.91, p = 0.16; Unsupervised: 42.1%, Reinforcement: 35.1%, Supervised: 33.5%). This suggests that
the general performance difference between conditions
(Figure 2) may not have been appreciably influenced by
differences in hits and false alarms throughout the entire
experiment.
Another test of performance improvement is to incorporate measures of hits and false alarms into a single
metric, captured by each subject’s dV.1 Subjects with more
informative feedback showed greater sensitivity to the
target in perceptual decisions, and there was a signifi-
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cant difference between feedback conditions (ANOVA,
F(2,60) = 4.28, p = 0.02; Unsupervised 0.60, Reinforcement 0.86, Supervised 0.89). Differences in dVmay have
reached significance, while hits and false alarms did not,
because of the combination of two measures that, by
themselves, only approach statistical significance.
However, despite similar rates of false alarms measured
across all 300 trials, there are clear differences between
trial blocks in the type of responses during target-absent
trials. In the unsupervised and reinforcement conditions,
observers had an initially higher rate of false alarms and
lower rate of correct rejections than observers receiving
supervised feedback. This suggests that observers not
receiving supervised feedback had a bias to select cues,
and thus report “target present”, on target-absent trials.
This may suggest that the “No Target” feedback provided
in the supervised condition allows subjects to more
accurately assess the 50% likelihood that trials in which
a target had been present (or absent). While subjects were
told of this likelihood prior to the beginning of the
experiment, the additional feedback may have strengthened this estimate, and undermined any intrinsic bias to
select a cue rather than to report “no target.”
The second notable feature regarding subjects’ perceptual decisions is that there were significant differences in
the rate of mislocalizations (F(2,62) = 4.61, p = 0.01),
with fewest errors occurring when observers were pro-
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vided with supervised feedback (Unsupervised: 12.1%,
Reinforcement: 10.3%, Supervised: 8.0%). This suggests
that on error trials, when subjects were informed where
the target had appeared during the test stimulus, they were
capable of using this information in future trials to
improve localization performance.
The above performance differences, in both saccadic
and perceptual decisions, between feedback conditions,
suggest that the quality of information provided during
feedback influences observers’ ability to discriminate and
localize the presence of a target. To examine whether
these differences in performance accompanied learning of
cue validity, we next examined the frequency of hit and
false alarm outcomes for each cue type.

Cue-speciﬁc performance
Hit rate by cue

To seek a possible cause underlying the higher hit rate
for saccadic decisions and the overall improved performance in perceptual decisions when observers received
informative feedback, we further examined the frequency
of correctly localizing targets within each cue. Figure 5
plots the hit rate for each cue in each feedback condition
throughout the experiment. Performance is averaged
across cues with identical validity. Throughout the entire
experimental session of 300 trials, observers with
reinforcement or supervised feedback had significantly
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different hit rates for each of the cues in which a target
could appear (P = 0.6, 0.2, 0.1, 0.1). This was true for
both saccadic and perceptual decisions (Reinforcement:
saccadic: F(2,40) = 4.35, p = 0.02, perceptual: F(2,40) =
7.02, p = 0.002; Supervised: saccadic: F(2,40) = 3.88,
p = 0.03, perceptual: F(2,40) = 8.88, p = 6.45 * 10j4).
However, observers with no feedback, in the unsupervised
condition, showed no difference in the hit rate among the
cues for either saccades or perceptual decisions (saccadic:
F(2,40) = 1.58, p = 0.23, perceptual: F(2,40) = 2.31,
p = 0.11).
Similar hit rates between cues in the unsupervised
condition suggests that the internal signal generated from
response selection at the end of each trial, in addition to
the exposure to the statistics of cue validity during the test
stimulus, is not sufficient for observers to learn which cues
are likely to have the target. However, the higher hit rates
when the target appeared at cues with high predictive
prior probabilities (i.e., cue effect) in reinforcement and
supervised conditions suggest that observers receiving
informative feedback are capable of learning which cues
are more likely to contain the target, and to adjust their
decision strategies accordingly. While the cue effect is
strongest in the supervised condition, the ability for
subjects to learn cue validity using only reinforcement
suggests that completely informative feedback is not
critical to learning cue validity in this search task.
To test whether observers learned cue validity across
successive trial blocks, we tested each condition group for

Prob. of target:

Figure 5. Hit rate for saccades (A) and behavioral decisions (B) for each cue. Conditions with more informative feedback had a greater
number of hits on probable target cues. Performance is averaged across cues with identical validity.
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an interaction between cue type and trial block. Neither
saccadic or perceptual decisions had any significant
interaction between cue type and trial block for any of
the three feedback conditions (2-way ANOVAs, all
F(4,8) G 1.20, p 9 0.24). Thus, despite the differences in
the frequency of hits between each cue in the reinforcement and supervised conditions (see above), these
differences appear to have established themselves early
in the experiment and were relatively consistent for the
remaining trials.
False alarm by cue

The differences in hit rate across cues might be
associated to a biasing or increased weighting towards
sensory evidence from the highly predictable cues
(Eckstein et al., 2002), but may also be explained by an
improvement in the processing of sensory information at
such cues such as a reduction in internal noise (Dosher &
Lu, 1998), or both. To disambiguate these two explanations, we next sought to determine if differences in
general performance might accompany a difference in the
rate of selection across cue types in target-absent trials. If
observers are learning the statistics of cue validity on
target-present trials, this learning may manifest itself in
decisions made during target-absent trials. A notable
feature of target-absent trials is that each of the six
distractor stimuli, on average, has the same contrast value.
Thus, any differences in the frequency of mistakenly
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selecting among these cues presumably reflect internal
differences, such as the observers’ learned expectation
where to place more weight for their decision (Eckstein
et al., 2002, 2006; Eckstein, Pham, et al., 2004; Kersten,
Mamassian, & Yuille, 2004).2
Potential differences in false alarm rates between the
cues may also reflect implicit learning mechanisms.
Although the perceptual decision to locate the target is an
explicit judgment, the frequency with which the cues are
selected may be considered an implicit measure, because a
biased choice pattern does not require declarative knowledge of the scene statistics (Bechara, Damasio, Tranel, &
Damasio, 1997; Chun & Jiang, 1998; Schacter, 1987).
Figure 6 plots the false alarm rate for each of the four
cue types for both saccadic and perceptual decisions,
averaged across cues with identical validity. In the
Unsupervised condition, when subjects did not receive
feedback, the rate of false alarms for both saccadic and
perceptual decisions were similar across each cue type
(saccadic: F(3,60) = 0.25, p 9 0.87; perceptual: F(3,60) =
0.89, p 9 0.45). These unbiased distributions of saccadic
and perceptual decisions during target-absent trials suggests that subjects were not learning cue validity, or were
not applying this learning to bias their decisions. However, when feedback was provided, either as reinforcement for correct decisions, or with complete supervised
feedback, the results were very different. In these
informative feedback conditions, the frequency of subjects’ saccadic and perceptual false alarms were different

Figure 6. False alarm rate for saccades (A) and behavioral decisions (B) for each cue. Note increased cueing effect in conditions with
more informative feedback. Performance is averaged across cues with identical validity.
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across cues, with more frequent selection of probable cues
(Reinforcement: saccadic: F(3,60) = 5.45, p = 0.002;
perceptual: F(3,60) = 6.91, p4.98 * 10j4; Supervised:
saccadic: F(3,60) = 7.57, p = 2.25 * 10j4; perceptual:
F(3,60) = 11.24, p5.96 * 10j6).
Similar to the above analysis using hit rate, we also
assessed the time course of learning of cue validity by
testing for an interaction between cue type and trial block.
In contrast to the lack of significant interaction with hit
rate measures, the false alarm rate did reveal significant
interactions between cue type and trial block. Supervised
feedback had a significant interaction for both saccadic
and perceptual decisions (saccadic: F(4,12) = 2.93, p =
8.03 * 10j4; perceptual: F(3,60) = 11.19, p6.28 * 10j6),
and reinforcement was significant only for perceptual
decisions (F(4,12) = 2.96, p7.36 * 10j4). No interactions
were found for the unsupervised condition, for either
decision measure (F(4,12) G 1, p 9 0.66). Whereas the
lack of interaction for hit rate suggested that learning is
complete relatively early in the experiment, the interaction
of false alarms by cue and trial block suggest that learning
may continue throughout the entire experiment.
Start time of ﬁrst ﬁxation

When the search task includes informative feedback,
observers are more likely to direct their first saccades to
cues that have a higher likelihood of containing the target
(Figure 6). A possible advantage of this cue effect is the
accompanying increase in the hit rate for saccadic and
perceptual decisions (Figure 5). This suggests that
observers are using information on cue color to plan the
direction of their first saccade, and that this top-down
strategy affords subjects with the observed increase in task
performance. However, employing this top-down strategy
may be at a cost. Because the orientation of the cue array
was randomly aligned on each trial, as well as the position
of each cue within the array, subjects could have no
accurate a priori estimate of where each cue would be
located before the onset of the test stimulus. The biased
distribution of first fixations could only have occurred had
subjects planned their saccades using the color information following test onset. Using cue information to direct
first saccades would require top-down computations,
including localizing the spatial position of a circle whose
color corresponded to the cue in which the observer had
the greatest likely estimate of target presence. Thus,
observers may have been making a trade-off between the
possible performance advantages afforded by directing
first saccades to high validity cues, against a temporal
delay in making this decision.
Measures of temporal processes involved in saccadic
planning often include the reaction time required to initiate
a saccade. While our data collection set did not include the
start time for saccades, it did include the start time for first
fixations. Because the flight time can reasonably be
assumed to be similar across cues and conditions, a
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comparison of first fixation start times is similar to a
comparison to the start times of first saccades. Thus, to
investigate any temporal cost in planning eye movements
using top-down color information, we calculated the
average start time for first fixations to cues (Figure 7).
Two features of the data are clear. First, the average
start time for first fixations is similar for each condition in
the first block of sixty trials. Second, is that by the final
block of sixty trials, fixations in the reinforcement and
supervised conditions start significantly later than fixations in the unsupervised condition (t-test, Supervised vs.
Unsupervised: F(1,40) = 2.34, p G 0.05; Reinforcement vs.
Unsupervised: F(1,40) = 2.27, p G 0.05). This suggests
that the cue effect for saccadic decisions observed in
each of these conditions may entail a temporal cost, used
to localize a cue in which the observer has a prior
expectation of target presence. The earlier start time of
the first fixation in the unsupervised condition is what
would be expected if subjects were not using cue color
to direct their first saccade, as suggested by the unbiased
distribution in saccadic decisions, shown in Figure 6A.
Thus, by the final block of 60 trials, the cue effect for
saccadic decisions in conditions with informative feedback may require calculations requiring approximately
65 ms to compute, echoing similar estimates for target
discrimination in frontal eye fields (Thompson, Hanes,
Bichot, & Schall, 1996).
Gaze direction throughout entire trial

As mentioned above, because subjects were not
instructed to use shifts in gaze to indicate their response,
and multiple fixations could occur within the 2000 ms test
stimulus, subjects’ first fixations may only begin to
indicate how observers applied knowledge of cue validity
to direct gaze. Thus, we also analyzed subjects’ distribution of gaze during the entire 2000 ms of the test stimulus
(Figure 8). Similar to the analysis for first fixations, we
performed this analysis only on target-absent trials, with

Figure 7. Average start time for ﬁrst ﬁxation to a cue. Longer
reaction time for the ﬁrst saccade in reinforcement and supervised
learning conditions may reﬂect planning saccadic decisions
reﬂecting cue validity. The increased delay for saccadic decisions
in supervised and reinforcement learning conditions parallels the
cue effect found in those conditions.
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Figure 8. Average number of ﬁxations (A) and average total ﬁxation duration (B) during the entire 2000 ms test stimulus.

the presumption that any differences in gaze behavior
among these cues would reflect internal estimates of the
most likely target location.
Gaze distribution throughout the test stimulus was
similar, but slightly different, to the distribution of first
saccades (Figure 6). Similar to first saccades, there was a
significant effect of cue for both saccadic and perceptual
decisions conditions with informative feedback (ANOVA,
Reinforcement: num. fixs F(3,60) = 8.97, p5.38 * 10j5,
fix. duration F(3,60) = 9.41, p = 3.44 * 10j5; Supervised:
num. fixs F(3,60) = 13.72, p = 6.39 * 10j7, fix. duration
F(3,60) = 13.67, p6.70 * 10j7). However, unlike first
saccades, there was also a cue effect in the unsupervised
condition, that either approached, or just barely, reached
levels of statistical significance (ANOVA, num. fixs
F(3,60) = 2.05, p = 0.12; fix. duration F(3.16), p = 0.03).
The emergence of a cue effect when considering the entire
test duration suggests that first saccades in the unsupervised condition are not guided by cue validity, whereas
saccades later in the trial are directed more strategically,
incorporating top-down knowledge. This interpretation is
consistent with differences in the start time of first
fixations, addressed above.
It is also interesting to consider that, in the unsupervised
condition, even if saccades are eventually directed to
probable cues later during the test stimulus, this knowledge does not appear to translate into a similar distribution
of observers’ perceptual decision on cue selection during
target-absent trials (Figure 6B).
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Explicit measure of learning
Thus far, the pattern of results suggests that reinforcement and supervised feedback resulted in much greater
sensitivity to statistics of cue validity than did unsupervised feedback. This was evidenced in subjects’ distribution of saccadic and perceptual decisions, average start
time for first fixations, and the distribution of gaze
throughout the entire duration of the test stimulus. It is
possible that these effects are derived from implicit
knowledge of cue validity, without having explicit
awareness of having learned this information (Chun &
Jiang, 1998). As mentioned above, the distribution with
which observers selected each cue does not require
explicit declarative knowledge of cue validity, and thus,
the analysis of gaze and choice behavior thus far can all
be considered implicit measures of learning (Bechara
et al., 1997; Chun & Jiang, 1998; Schacter, 1987).
To assess explicit learning of cue validity at the end of
each experiment, we asked subjects to estimate the
probability with which each cue would be expected to
contain the target on target-present trials, with the
constraint that these probabilities should add up to one
(see Methods). Figure 9 plots these explicit estimates of
cue validity, averaged across subjects.
First, note that while subjects’ estimated values were
statistically different from the true values of cue validity
in each feedback condition (Hotelling 1-sample Chi
squared test, p G 0.01 for each condition (Mardia, Kent,
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between saccadic and perceptual decisions, the influence
of task feedback, and the association between implicit and
explicit learning.

Mechanisms mediating performance
improvement during visual search

Figure 9. Average explicit estimates of cue validity. (Actual cue
colors were counterbalanced across subjects.) Despite the fact
that subjects’ saccadic and perceptual decisions did not reﬂect
differences in cue validity in the unsupervised condition, subjects
nevertheless were able to report reasonably accurate estimates of
cue validity and were similar to those in conditions with
supervised or reinforcement feedback.

& Bibby, 1979)), the subjective ranking of each cue was
roughly similar to the actual values used in the experiment. The underestimation of probable cues and overestimation of improbable cues is consistent with previous
assessments of learning and frequency estimates (Tversky
& Kahneman, 1992). However, the overall shape of this
distribution is strongly suggestive that observers acquired
explicit knowledge of cue validity.
Second, and most striking, is that subjects had similar
estimates for cue validity, regardless of feedback condition
(Hotelling multivariate 2-sample T-squared test, Unsupervised vs. Reinforcement: p = 0.59; Unsupervised vs.
Supervised: p = 0.11; Reinforcement vs. Supervised:
p = 0.49, (Mardia et al., 1979).3 Similar explicit estimates
for cue validity are surprising, considering the large differences in implicit behaviors during each feedback condition.
In the Discussion, we address the possible relationship
between how subjects acquired and used implicit and
explicit knowledge of cue validity during this task.

Discussion
Performance in the present visual search task reveals
that observers are capable of learning the statistic of cue
validity within a single experimental session. This learning was evidenced by the distribution of saccadic and
perceptual decisions, increasingly directed toward valid
cues, as well as observers’ final explicit estimates of cue
validity. Learning cue validity is facilitated with increasing levels of feedback information, suggesting that
mechanisms monitoring scene statistics are sensitive to
internal measures of task performance. Results from this
experiment reveal insights into mechanisms employed in
visual search, learning of scene statistics, the relationship
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The improvement in general performance throughout
the experimental session (Figures 2 and 3) may have been
aided by one of at least three candidate mechanisms. The first
possibility is that improvement was due to a location
independent reduction in additive internal noise, or increase
in pre-internal noise sensory gain,4 irrespective of where the
stimuli are positioned within the scene (Dosher & Lu, 2000a,
2000b; Lu & Dosher, 1998, 1999). However, while this
reduction in additive internal noise might be able to account
for improved performance in general measures of percent
correct, it is unable to account for differential performance at
different locations (Figures 5 and 6), or for increased
performance when targets appear in familiar contexts.
A second possible mechanism to account for improved
performance is that observers distribute a finite supply of
attention among regions of the scene as if it were a limited
resource. Visual processing could thus be capacitylimited, where the role of visual attention is to allocate
these limited perceptual resources to the attended location,
and this would result in an enhancement in the quality of
sensory processing (Luck, Hillyard, Mouloua, & Hawkins,
1996), akin to a “mental spotlight” (Cave & Bichot, 1999).
However, human performance is often in contrast to these
model predictions. For example, strict interpretation of this
model would suggest that as observers learn which cue is
most valid, their limited perceptual resources are deployed
to this location, allowing for more accurate discrimination,
including improved ability to reject the presence of a target
at the attended location. This would still result in improved
performance for both saccadic and perceptual decisions on
target-present trials when the cue was valid, due to the
enhanced discriminability and detection of the target.
However, the increased perceptual sensitivity afforded by
the capacity-limited model would also predict a decrease in
saccadic and perceptual decisions for highly valid cues on
target-absent trials (Eckstein, Abbey, et al., 2004; Eckstein
et al., 2002). This is because the increased sensitivity to the
target at the cued location would necessarily result in a
decrease in the false alarms for localizing the target at that
position. This predicted effect is contrary to the biases in
selections observed in the present study (Figure 6).
A third possible mechanism to explain the observed
cueing effect is differential-weighting, where the allocation of visual attention can be described as the distribution
of weights assigned to the sensory evidence for a state of
the world (Dayan & Zemel, 1999; Eckstein, Abbey, et al.,
2004; Eckstein, Pham, et al., 2004; Eckstein et al., 2002;
Kinchla, Chen, & Evert, 1995; Shaw, 1982; Shimozaki,
Eckstein, & Abbey, 2003). In this framework, visual
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information is encoded with equal quality, saliency, or
signal-to-noise ratio, across the possible target locations,
but information arising from more probable locations is
given more weight towards the decision of detecting or
rejecting the target. Thus, this weighting model incorporates both the raw sensory information in the image (e.g.
contrast value), as well as internal estimates of the
likelihood of this sensory information occurring, given
an observer’s prior knowledge of the probability that the
state of the world (e.g. target presence) would give rise to
this stimulus. A differential-weighting model captures
psychophysical demonstrations of cueing (Eckstein, Pham,
et al., 2004; Eckstein et al., 2002), context effect of saccadic
deployment in natural scenes (Eckstein et al., 2006;
Torralba et al., 2006) as well as neurophysiology data
(Eckstein, Liston, & Krauzlis, 2007), and quantitative
models of eye movements (Carpenter & Williams, 1995).
Differential weighting is also compatible with theories of
selective attention that consider the computational challenge of monitoring uncertainty in dynamic environments
and the role of prediction in guiding perceptual decisions
(Dayan, Kakade, & Montague, 2000). Observers’ distribution
of saccadic and perceptual decisions in the present task is
consistent with this model: cues more likely to contain the
target were increasingly likely to be selected (Figure 6). Thus,
this cue effect is likely a reflection of a prior expectation of
target presence, influencing the value of an internal decision
variable used for saccades and perceptual decisions. We next
explore how these expectations may be learned.

Exploiting scene statistics to improve search
performance
Several experiments have already demonstrated that the
visual information detected in a scene, or where subjects
choose to attend, depends on their estimates of where
targets or objects are likely to be located. In experiments
that employ artificial stimuli, subjects’ knowledge of
scene statistics is often derived from experimenters’
explicit instructions, and the benefits of using this
information in improving task performance is implied
(Eckstein, Pham, et al., 2004; Eckstein et al., 2002;
Palmer et al., 1993; Posner, 1980; Shaw & Shaw, 1977).
The utility of exploiting scene structure has also been
demonstrated using more ecologically relevant stimuli, such
as images of natural scenes (Biederman, Mezzanotte, &
Rabinowitz, 1982; Biederman, Teitelbaum, & Mezzanotte,
1983; Chen & Zelinsky, 2006; Eckstein et al., 2006;
Hidalgo-Sotelo, Oliva, & Torralba, 2005; Hollingworth &
Henderson, 1998; Torralba et al., 2006). However, because
observers have had a lifetime of exposure to similar scenes
or objects, the time course required for learning statistical
structure, or the mechanisms involved, are not clear.
Learning effects are more directly observable under
conditions using novel stimuli with which the observer
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has no previous exposure and are not informed of the
underlying statistical structure. Performance improvements throughout the course of a single experimental
session have been shown when this structure includes the
probable spatial position of a target (Geng & Behrmann,
2005), or repeated spatial configurations (Chun & Jiang,
1998), and these performance improvements may be
facilitated by biases in the distribution of gaze (Peterson
& Kramer, 2001; Walthew & Gilchrist, 2006). Observers
are also capable of learning the probability that certain
objects may undergo a change, and distribute their
saccadic and perceptual decisions towards objects likely
to be the target for a correct response (Droll et al., 2007).
In the Droll et al. (2007) study, observers’ bias in
behavior emerged despite not alerting participants to the
presence of an underlying statistical structure. In the
present study, subjects were informed that some cues were
more likely to contain the target than others, but were not
informed about the possible values or distribution of cue
validity and thus had to learn this structure on their own.
Because the cue effect continued to develop throughout all
300 trials, and was not observed in all feedback
conditions, informing observers of the existence of this
structure is unlikely to have significantly influenced
performance. It is possible that the statistic of target-cue
co-occurrence may be a variable that observers are
intrinsically sensitive to monitor and exploit (Michel &
Jacobs, 2007), regardless of verbal instruction.
However, measures of efficiency (Figure 3) suggest that
the ability for human observers to learn and exploit cue
validity is suboptimal. The ideal observer using supervised
feedback nearly completely learned the values of cue validity
by the second block of trials, and the steady, or decreased,
measure of efficiency in the first half of the experiment is a
consequence of relatively impaired, or slowed, learning in the
human observers (Figure 3) (Eckstein, Abbey, et al., 2004).
Yet as the experiment progressed, subjects continued
learning cue validity, evidenced in an increase in efficiency
in the later half of the experiment, as well as the increase in
false alarm trials towards probable cues (Figure 6).
The use of scene statistics in visual search is not without
cost. Subjects who received informative feedback in the
reinforcement and supervised feedback conditions had
increasingly longer start times, which accompanied their
saccadic cue effect (Figure 7). This temporal cost is likely
to reflect processing stages of cue recognition and
guidance of attention, reflected in both psychophysical
(Peterson & Kramer, 2001) and physiological (Thompson,
Bichot, & Sato, 2005; Thompson et al., 1996) measures.

Internal information used in saccadic and
perceptual decisions
In conditions with informative feedback, a cue effect
was observed in both saccadic and perceptual decisions
(Figure 6). This is consistent with neurophysiology and
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psychophysical experiments that suggest that similar
internal representations contribute to saccadic and perceptual decisions. Cortical networks serving eye movements
and visual attention share much overlap (Corbetta, 1998;
Corbetta et al., 1998). The direction of covert visual
spatial attention is tightly yoked to the location the
observer is next planning to fixate (Kowler, Anderson,
Dosher, & Blaser, 1995) and search saccades are driven
by neural mechanisms that represent properties relevant to
the perceptual task (Beutter, Eckstein, & Stone, 2003;
Eckstein, Beutter, Pham, Shimozaki, & Stone, 2007;
Mazer & Gallant, 2003; Rajashekar et al., 2006).
If shared internal representations for saccadic and
perceptual decisions were responsible for the presently
observed bias in gaze, this would be particularly interesting because the feedback at the end of each trial
specifically pertained only to observers’ perceptual decision. In principle, it would have been possible for
observers to employ a variety of idiosyncratic alternative
gaze strategies during the long 2000 ms test stimulus that
would still allow significant sampling, yet not have
mirrored the distribution of perceptual decisions (e.g.
always scanning clockwise). The present results suggest
that cortical areas controlling gaze behavior may be
sensitive to feedback not related to the saccadic decision
itself, but by information relating to the relevant perceptual decision.
This is an important observation for the following
reason. As mentioned in the introduction, several cortical
areas controlling eye movements have been shown to
exhibit sensitivity to reward related variables and task
structure, guided by performance feedback (Ding &
Hikosaka, 2006; Glimcher & Rustichini, 2004; Hikosaka
et al., 2000; Ikeda & Hikosaka, 2003; McCoy & Platt,
2005; Platt, 2002; Platt & Glimcher, 1999). It has been
suggested that this sensitivity is capable of guiding
learning during extended tasks typical of ordinary human
behavior (Hayhoe & Ballard, 2005). An unresolved issue
in this field is that this cortical sensitivity is demonstrated
in conditions where feedback directly relates to saccadic
decisions, yet eye movements themselves rarely result in
a direct reward during ordinary behavior (Ipata, Gee,
Goldberg, & Bisley, 2006). The present results demonstrate that feedback for perceptual decisions may sufficiently serve as a learning signal for saccades, thereby
obviating the need for observers to receive feedback or
reward related to each eye movement that facilitates final
perceptual decisions.

The role of feedback
Our main finding is that observers exhibit a greater cue
effect in both saccadic and perceptual decisions when
informative feedback is provided. In the unsupervised
condition when no feedback information was provided,
little or no cue effect was observed. The absence of a
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significant cue effect without feedback suggests that the
internal signals generated from response selection alone,
or the mere exposure to visual scenes, may be insufficient
for learning cue validity. When reinforcement or supervised feedback was provided, observers increasingly
biased their decisions towards high validity cues, without
having been initially instructed on the values or distribution of cue validity.
Previous visual tasks have demonstrated learning using
supervised feedback (Droll, Gigone, & Hayhoe, 2007),
reinforcement (Seitz, Nanez, Holloway, Tsushima, &
Watanabe, 2006), or only passive exposure (Fiser &
Aslin, 2001). The learning of scene statistics may also
be facilitated by visual attention, suggesting that learning
scene structure is sensitive to top-down signals and
attentional control (Jiang & Leung, 2005). Because of
the different stimuli and task paradigms in each of these
experiments, generalizing how feedback, or other task
elements, contributes to performance improvement is not
always clear (Fine & Jacobs, 2002). In this experiment,
the stimuli and task were constant across all conditions,
and only differed in the feedback. How might differences
in feedback account for the observed differences in
performance?
The cue effect was strongest for supervised feedback,
and slightly subdued using only reinforcement. There are
at least two possibilities to account for these differences.
One possibility is that the smaller cue effect using
reinforcement reflects observers’ selection strategies that
allow for exploration. Exploring cues with uncertain
validity instead of exploiting learned information is a
central feature of many reinforcement learning algorithms.
Such exploration may allow observers to be sensitive to
shifts in task structure or scene statistics (Daw et al., 2006;
Yu & Dayan, 2005). However, it is not clear how applying
an exploratory strategy would be useful in the unsupervised condition, where investigative choice behavior
would provide no opportunity to reveal new information.
Thus, while exploratory decision strategies may be helpful
in real-world situations, exploration cannot solely account
for the observed differences in saccades or perceptual
choices between feedback conditions in this particular
task.
The second possibility to account for differences in cue
effect across feedback conditions is that observers are
simply uncertain what cue information to update, and thus
do not improve their estimates of cue validity. This is in
contrast to the supervised condition, where incorrect
responses are followed by instructions on what the correct
answer would have been for that trial. Subjects may be
capable of using this supplementary information to update
their priors, and thus more quickly learn and distribute
their gaze and perceptual decisions in a manner in
accordance with the values of cue validity. This interpretation is consistent with human performance in a rapid
perceptual learning paradigm, where observers update
their priors following a correct response, but show no
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performance benefit following incorrect feedback (Abbey,
Pham, Shimozaki, & Eckstein, 2008; Eckstein, Abbey,
et al., 2004).
While the cue effect was consistently strongest following supervised feedback, it is also important to note that
there was also significant performance improvement when
subjects were only given reinforcement. In the final half of
the experiment, overall percent correct for perceptual
decisions was nearly identical with supervised or reinforcement feedback, and both were higher than unsupervised feedback (Figure 2B). This is important because it
shows that for a visual search task, reinforcement may be
sufficient for learning to transpire, and supervised learning
is not always necessary (Droll et al., 2007). As exploratory actions in a new task or environment are usually
rewarded only following success, and supervised learning
may not be available, it is often critical that reinforcement
be sufficient for learning to occur (Sprague et al., in press).
The central aim behind the design of the present study
was to identify sources of information contributing to
learning mechanisms during visual search. As mentioned
in the introduction, it is not always clear how feedback
information drives learning across different search tasks.
When searching among stimuli with a high signal-to-noise
ratio, and error rates are low, observers are likely aware
when their saccadic or perceptual decision correctly
localized the target of interest and the delivery of overt
feedback is redundant (e.g. searching for a “T” among
“Ls”). Under those circumstances, it is uncertain if the
learning of scene statistics is derived from the passive
exposure to scene information, or the interactive reinforcement and error signals manifest between observers’ actions
and task relevant visual information. In the present
experiment, the same set of stimuli was used for each
feedback condition, and exposure to this same set of
stimuli resulted in different patterns of learning, depending
on feedback. Due to contrast noise, performance included
frequent errors. This allowed feedback to serve as a nonredundant and informative learning signal, not present in
the visual scenes alone. During tasks when feedback does
not provide this additional source of information, differences in learning may not be made apparent.

Implicit versus explicit knowledge
When feedback was not provided in the unsupervised
condition, subjects showed no learning of cue validity in
their distribution of first saccades (Figure 6A), and very
little learning in their distribution of gaze throughout the
entire trial (Figure 8) or perceptual decisions (Figure 6B).
Yet, from these same subjects, explicit estimates of cue
validity were statistically indistinguishable from conditions in which more informative feedback was provided
and implicit learning was clearly demonstrated (Figure 9).
Psychology literature is rife with attempts to distinguish
between implicit and explicit learning or memory.
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Schacter (1987) suggested: “Implicit memory is revealed
when previous experiences facilitate performance on a
task that does not require conscious or intentional
recollection of those experiences; explicit memory is
revealed when performance on a task requires conscious
recollection of previous experiences.” In accordance,
measures of implicit knowledge have included fixation
duration or saccadic targeting (Hollingworth & Henderson,
2002), and measures of explicit knowledge include
declarative report. It is not clear how these separate
knowledge structures may influence each other; whether
implicit knowledge accumulates through repeated exposure until it reaches a threshold of explicit awareness
(Cleeremans & Jimenez, 2002), or how explicit knowledge may influence implicit measures (Jiménez, Vaquero,
& Lupiáñez, 2006). Guiding visual decisions through
implicit, but not explicit, knowledge of scene statistics is
considered advantageous because implicit representations
have been characterized as having a larger capacity, and
more robust to decay or interference (Lewicki, Hill, &
Czyzewska, 1992). Relying on these implicit representations would also presumably allow more processing
resources to be devoted to knowledge structures accessible
to explicit knowledge (Chun & Nakayama, 2000).
The pattern of results in the present experiment is
suggestive of an alternative interpretation. It is possible
that as the experiment progressed, subjects in each of the
three feedback conditions acquired explicit knowledge of
cue validity, while only those subjects receiving informative feedback acquired implicit knowledge. This interpretation would be in contrast to other suggestions that an
accumulation of implicit knowledge is required before
forming into explicit representations (Chun & Jiang,
1998). Conversely, the formation of explicit knowledge
in the unsupervised condition may not necessarily have
access to the control of implicit decisions, or may result in
a wide range of behavior, thus not always translating into
advantageous decisions (Bechara et al., 1997; Jimenez
et al., 2006).
However, it is also important to note that the dissociation between implicit and explicit behavior was not
complete; gaze throughout the entire trial and final
perceptual decisions had a modest bias towards valid cues
in the later half of the experiment. While this modest bias
was less dramatic than the learning suggested in explicit
estimates, it is not clear how differences in implicit
behaviors translate into differences in explicit knowledge.
Thus, while the different learning patterns between
implicit behavior and explicit estimates are suggestive of
separate learning mechanisms, this dissociation was not
complete.

Conclusions
Our results demonstrate that human observers can
quickly learn statistics of cue validity, and that this
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learning guides saccadic and perceptual decisions performed in environments with uncertain scene structure.
Mere exposure to statistical information, or internal
signals generated from response selection, is not sufficient
for learning to occur; reinforcement or supervision is
critical. However, reinforcement signals alone may be
sufficient to drive learning, without the need for additional
supervised feedback. Reinforcement signals obtained
through perceptual decisions are also capable of influencing saccadic decisions, suggesting a common learning
mechanism. Finally, while task feedback influences
implicit decisions, explicit knowledge of scene statistics
may develop separately, suggesting different learning
mechanisms for these knowledge structures.

Appendix A
An ideal observer for forced-choice
identiﬁcation with unknown cue validity
In this appendix, we derive the Bayesian ideal observer
for the cue validity task with feedback. This observer
optimizes task performance under the assumption that all
errors are equally bad. As we shall see below, the observer
operates by weighting likelihoods derived from the
stimulus by the validity of the associated location cue,
and then updates the estimate of cue validity based on the
feedback from each trial.

The ideal observer response with cue validity
Let c = 1,I,C identify the different cues in the task. We
identify the observer response by c^, the cue selected. In
this task, there is also the possibility of no target being
present in the stimulus with a known prior probability of
50%. To include this possibility for the stimuli (and
responses) we add the response c^ = 0. Thus there are a
total of C + 1 possible alternatives, and therefore C + 1
possible responses in any given trial.
For a static display where the possible targets are a
known profile modulated by a random contrast, it is
sufficient to represent the stimulus by the contrast value
at each cue. We define a C-dimensional vector of
contrasts, g, where each element, gc, is the target contrast
at cue c. The ideal observer is able to perfectly represent
contrast, and hence we presume it can access this vector.
The task is to localize or reject a contrast increment, and
hence the contrast at any given cue consists of a pedestal,
p, noise, nc, and possibly a target increment, s. Thus if cue
c does not contain the target, its contrast has a mean of p
and a standard deviation of A n. If cue c does contain the
target, the mean is increased by s. The noise is
independent across cues and Gaussian distributed which
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gives a likelihood function for no signal present (i.e. c =
0) of

!
1 gcV jp 2
:
pðgk0Þ ¼

 exp j
2 3
2
A
n
2:A
V
c ¼1
n
C
Y

1

ðA1Þ

If a signal is present at cue c, the likelihood function is




1
1 2
:
pðgkcÞ ¼ pðgk0Þexp 2 ðgc j pÞsj s
An
2

ðA2Þ

Taken together, Equations A1 and A2 specify the likelihood of each stimulus for all C + 1 possible cueing
conditions.
The ideal observer will choose the cued location that
maximizes the posterior probability, p(cªg). Under Bayes

rule, this posterior distribution can be written in terms
of the likelihood function in Equations A1 and A2,
and a prior on each of the possible responses, :c, as
pðckgÞ ¼ PC

pðgkcÞ:c

V
c¼0

pðgkcV Þ:cV

:

ðA3Þ

When the cue validities are known, the prior probabilities
are directly related to them, as we shall see below. When
the validity is only known stochastically from prior
observations, priors are estimated using a Bayesian
framework.
Since the denominator of Equation A3 is independent of
c, the ideal observer can be formulated by choosing the
cue index that maximizes the numerator according to
c^IO ¼ arg maxc ðpðgkcÞ:c Þ:

ðA4Þ

This is equivalent to choosing the cued location that
maximizes the posterior probability of signal presence.

Ideal observer with stochastically known cue
validity
Equation A4 specifies the ideal observer response in
terms of the prior probability on each c. This is not quite
the same thing as cue validity in the task since there is a
known 50% chance that no target is present, and therefore
:0 = 0.5. At the cued locations, the prior is related to the
cue validity, vc, by :c = 0.5vc. Note that the cue validities
are themselves a probability distribution, and sum to one
for c = 1,I,C.
In order to deal with the problem of unknown cue
validity, we introduce a prior distribution on u, the vector
of all cue validities. When the prior is known, vc = uc.
However, when there is uncertainty about cue probability,
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the resulting effective cue validity for location c is given
by integrating over this prior to get
Z
Z
ðA5Þ
vc ¼ dupðckuÞpðuÞ ¼ duuc pðuÞ:
Thus cue validity in the presence of uncertainty is simply
the expected cue probability averaged over all possible
prior distributions.

The Dirichlet prior and multinomial
observations of cue collocations
Here we treat the case where knowledge of cue validity
comes from previous trials in the supervised learning
condition. Let qc be the number of times that each cue,
c = 1,I,C, has been identified in previous trials. The sum
of all the cue frequencies, Q = ~qc, should be roughly half
the total number of previous trials since there is a 50%
probability of no cue being present in any given trial.
Given that there is some underlying cue validity, u,
generating the various target locations, the conditional
probability of cue-target collocation is multinomial, with a
probability distribution of
pðqkuÞ ¼ *ðQ þ 1Þ

C
Y

uqc c
;
*ðqc þ 1Þ
c¼1

ðA6Þ

where * is the Gamma function. However, the real
problem is to know the distribution of the unknown cue
validities given some observed cue collocation data. In
this case the distribution of interest is the probability of u
given the collocation data in q. Under the assumption that
absent any collocation data all cue validities are equally
probable, Bayes theorem specifies that the posterior
distribution, p(uªq), has a Dirichlet distribution
pðukqÞ ¼ *ðC þ QÞ

C
Y

uqc c
:
*ðqc þ 1Þ
c¼1

ðA7Þ

The main difference between Equations A7 and A6 is the
leading term, which reflects normalizing over u instead of q.
The Dirichlet distribution also assumes the constraints that 0
e uc e 1, and ~uc = 1, which are consistent with the role of
u as representing cue validities. The Dirichlet distribution is
well defined for parameter values, qc 9 j1. However, for
this work, where the parameters represent the number of
previous observations for each location cue, the parameters
will be constrained to nonnegative whole numbers.

The effect of learning
Using the Dirichlet Distribution in Equation A7 as the prior
on u in Equation A5 results in an effective cue validity of
vc ¼

qc þ 1
:
CþQ
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It is clear that in the absence of any collocation data (i.e.
all qc = 0) the effective cue validities are uniform with
vc = 1/C. In the limit of a large amount of collocation data
(i.e. qc d 1 and Q d C), the effective validity converges
to qc/Q, which in turn converges to the underlying validity
uc. This demonstrates the basic effect of supervised
learning of collocation in this paradigm. As we run
through more and more trials, we gain more information
about the underlying cue validity through feedback
providing collocation data.

Naive and informed observer models
We can consider two modifications of the ideal observer
that serve to demonstrate the effect of cue validity on
optimal performance. The naive observer uses the stimulus likelihood in Equation A4 to detect and localize the
target, but it sets all cue validities to vc = 1/C. This
effectively negates the effect of cue probability, leaving
the decision variable only dependent on the likelihood.
The naive observer is equivalent to the ideal observer only
when all cues are known to be equally probable or when
no information about cue validity is known and any
distribution of validity is equally possibleVas in the first
trial our experiments. Since the naive observer cannot
update cue validity, its ensemble performance should
remain constant over sequential trials. Thus the ideal
observer should initially perform like the naive observer
and then improve with experience when validity is
unequal across cues.
At the other end of the spectrum, the informed observer
also uses Equation A4 to detect and localize the target, but
it has perfect knowledge of cue validity. In this case, vc is
matched to the actual validity used to generate the
experimental displays. The informed observer is equivalent to the ideal observer when cue validity is known,
and thus will outperform the ideal observer derived for
stochastically known cue validity. In the long run, the
estimated cue validities in Equation A8 will converge to
the true cue validity and thus performance of the ideal
observer will approach that of the informed observer after
many trials.

Computation of performance efﬁciency
Performance of the models is estimated by averaging
the performance results of five thousand Monte-Carlo
runs. This process repeated for many different contrast
levels in order to build lookup table (LUT) for matching
human observer performance over a given range of trials.
Linear interpolation is used to obtain target contrasts
between LUT performance levels. We note that adjusting
contrast in these models is equivalent to adjusting noise
magnitude, An.
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Let shum be the increment contrast in the human
observer experiments, and let smod,b be the contrast for
the model needed to match human observer performance
in trial block b determined from the LUT. The efficiency
of human observer performance relative to the model is
then given by

)b ¼

smod;b
shum

2
:

ðA9Þ
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plicative noise in the Dosher and Lu (2000a, 2000b)
model. In addition, a decrease in additive internal noise
cannot be distinguished from an increase in sensory gain
prior to the additive noise, thus we mention both
possibilities as explanations for increased performance.
Finally, we do not consider calculation or sampling
efficiency (Gold, Bennett, & Sekuler, 1999) because our
stimulus at each location has a single sample of noise
eliminating the possibility of inefficient integration within
each of the individual locations.
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Footnotes
1

While calculating dV from hits and false alarms in a
“localize or reject” task violates the underlying assumptions of in a standard detection task without localization
response and also assumes an equal distribution of priors,
this measure allows us to quantify a single measure of
performance from hit rate and false alarm rate and may
thus reveal performance differences between feedback
conditions.
2
In some tasks, such as the localization task used
presently, a larger multiplicative weighting is mathematically equivalent to an additive bias or a change in decision
criterion. This mathematical equivalence does not hold for
a yes/no task with uncertainty about target location.
3Two of the sixty-three subjects reported values that
added up to 0.95 and 1.01. A statistical analysis using
normalized values for their cue validity estimates produced virtually identical results.
4
Note that our terminology is different from that used
by Dosher and Lu (2000a, 2000b) and Lu and Dosher
(1998, 1999). Our use of the term additive internal noise
(Burgess, Wagner, & Jennings, 1981; Eckstein, Ahumada,
& Watson, 1997) refers to the component that Dosher and
Lu (2000a) refer to as stimulus enhancement. Additive
internal noise should not be confused with the multi-
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